Year One Home Learning
22.11.19

This week we have been ……
* Making teen numbers on tens frames and with blocks.
* Innovating traditional tales by changing parts of the story.
* Programming a beebot to move between the capital cities of the UK on a map.
* Starting to think about and make decorations for our class Christmas hoop!
For home learning, you can ……
* Create an algorithm for brushing your teeth!
* Innovate the ending to your favourite bedtime story.
* Spot some teens numbers around your house or on the way to school.
Phonics
In Sophie’s group we have been learning phase 5 ew as in chew, ey as in money and
oe as in toes. We have also been learning to write these tricky words in a
sentence: said, so, have, like.
In Sarah’s group this week we have been learning alternate pronunciations for the
following graphemes- o (hot or so), i (tin or mind), g (gap or gentle), c (coat or
cycle) and u (run or humour).
In Stephanie’s group we have been reviewing phase 5 digraphs, ew (e.g.screw), ph
(e.g. dolphin) and wh (e.g. whisk) recapping tricky words: have, come and some
In Rez’s group we have been recapping the sounds igh and have been learning the
sounds ar as in car, jar, dark… as well as the sound or as in torch, fork, corn. We
have also been busy recapping all our phase 3 tricky words including they, her,
you, was, me,are.
In Leela’s group we have been revising sounds /igh (night), /ee (how) and /or
(fork). We have also been practising tricky words ‘or’ ‘are’ and ‘into’.
On 5th and 6th of December year 1 will be performing in their winter show.
Please can the children wear red, green or both for these performances!
The Year One Team

Direct the bear to the tent through the maze
using Beebot instructions:

forward
turn left
turn right
backwards

